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Text Simplification Matters for Real People in Real Life!

•

Mismatch between language complexity and literacy skills is a critical source of bias and inequality

•

18 years of education on average for a reader to properly understand the clinical trial descriptions on
ClinicalTrials.gov (Wu et al., 2016) => self-selection bias in participants
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Text Simplification Matters for Real People in Real Life!
•

Text simpliﬁcation can improve the
fairness and transparency of text
information systems

•

It is critical to explain the rationale
behind the simplification decisions

Ironically, in the literature text simpliﬁcation lacks transparency!
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Approaches to Text Simplification

Lexical Simplification (Devlin, 1999)
• replaces complex words/phrases with
simpler alternatives

Semantic Simplification (Kandula et al, 2010):
• paraphrases text portions into simpler
variants

Syntactic Simplification (Siddhartan, 2006)
• alters the syntactic structure of a
sentence

End-to-end Simplification (Zhang and Lapata,
2017; Guo et al., 2018; Bercken et al., 2019)
● MT in a monolingual setting regardless of
the type of simpliﬁcations
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End-to-end Text Simplification Challenges
•

absence of large-scale parallel complex → simple training data

•

lack of black-box interpretability (Alva-Manchengo et al, 2017)

•

evaluation can favour shorter, not simpler, variants (Napoles et al, 2011)

•

success is often compromised in out-of-sample, real world scenarios
(D’Amour et al, 2020)
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Our Work Fills in the Gap in End-to-end Text Simplification
Motivation: increasing the transparency and explainability of a machine learning procedure may help
its generalization into unseen scenarios (Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2018)

Contribution: the general problem of text simpliﬁcation can be formally decomposed into a compact
and transparent pipeline of modular tasks => improved performance of black-box simpliﬁcation models
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Explainable Pipeline for Text Simplification
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Explainable Pipeline for Text Simplification
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Explainable Prediction of Text Complexity

It is critical to explain the rationale behind simpliﬁcation decisions, especially behind a black-box model:
1) Complexity Prediction: classify a piece of text into two categories, needing simpliﬁcation or not
2) Complexity Explanation: highlight parts of the text that need to be simpliﬁed
No prior work has addressed the explainability of text complexity prediction!
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Explainable Prediction of Text Complexity
Complexity Prediction

Candidate Models:
Shallow Classiﬁers: Naive Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random Forests (RF)
Deep Classiﬁers: LSTM & CNN (word level and char-level), Extractive Adversarial Networks (Carton et al, 2018)
Pre-trained Classiﬁers: ULMFit (Howard et al, 2018), BERT (Devlin et al, 2019), XLNeT (Yang et al, 2019)

Evaluation Metric: classiﬁcation accuracy
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Explainable Prediction of Text Complexity
Complexity Explanation
Candidate Models:
LIME (Ribeiro et al, 2016), SHAP (Lundberg et al, 2017)
Extractive Adversarial Networks (Carton et al, 2018)

Evaluation Metrics:
Tokenwise Precision, Recall, F1
Word-level Edit distance (ED) (Levenstein, 1966)
Translation Edit Rate (TER) (Snover et al, 2006)

Baselines:
1)
2)
3)

Random Highlighting: randomly draw the size and the positions of tokens to highlight
Lexicon based highlighting: Age-of-Acquisition (AoA) lexicon (Kuperman et al., 2012)
Feature highlighting: most important features of best LR models
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Text Simplification Datasets
Datasets from three diﬀerent domains:
• news: Newsela (Xu et al, 2015) with splits from (Zhang and Lapata, 2017)
• Wikipedia: WikiLarge (Kauchak, 2013) with splits from (Zhang and Lapata, 2017)
• scientiﬁc papers: Biendata (2019) - corpus of research papers matched with press releases
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Inferring Ground-truth Labels
For complexity prediction:
• Label 1: complex sentence != aligned simple sentence
• Label 0: complex sentence == aligned simple sentence

For complexity explanation:
- ideally, ground truth annotations at the token level are available
- as a proxy, all tokens wi in complex sentence d which are absent in simple sentence d′ are
candidate words for deletion or substitution
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Complexity Prediction Results
Does an input sentence need to be simplified?
Difficulty of complexity prediction task varies:
across models:
pre-trained classifiers yield superior performance
across domains:
~80% accuracy for Newsela and WikiLarge,
>95% accuracy for Biendata
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Complexity Explanation Results
How well can complexity classification be explained?
Evaluation: TER, ED 1.5 metrics (the lower the better)
capture variations among explanations
Baselines: AoA lexicon, LR features are strong baselines
Models:
LIME & LSTM, SHAP & LR strong on all datasets
Extractive Adversarial Networks (high ED 1.5): jointly
making predictions and generating explanations helps
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Benefit of Complexity Prediction
A smart end-to-end simplification model should not further simplify input if already simple
Select current best pre-trained models from literature:
• ACCESS (Martin et al, 2020)
• DMLMTL (Guo et al, 2018)
Out-of-sample simple sentences are changed:
> 90% DMLMTL, >70% ACCESS
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Blindly simplifying texts regardless of complexity level (erroneously) over-simplifies simple sentences!
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Out-of-Sample Simple Sentences Incorrectly Simplified by
State-of-the-Art Text Simplification Models
•
•
•

In Ethiopia, HIV disclosure is low → In Ethiopia , HIV is low (ACCESS)
Mustafa Shahbaz , 26 , was shopping for books about science . → Mustafa Shahbaz , 26 years old , was a
group of books about science . (ACCESS)
Healthy diet linked to lower risk of chronic lung disease → Healthy diet linked to lung disease (DMLMTL)

•

Social workers can help patients recover from mild traumatic brain injuries → Social workers can cause
better problems . (DMLMTL)

Semantic, syntactic and logical errors abound in the simplified simple sentences!
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Benefit of Complexity Prediction
Without Complexity Prediction:
evaluation loss when simple sentences are over-simplified

With Complexity Prediction:
evaluation loss for an imperfect complexity predictor

Q: Which loss is higher?
- complexity predictors are > 80% accurate
- considerable drop of errors (30-70%) in all evaluation metrics
with complexity prediction; accurate predictor, higher benefit
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Without Complexity Prediction:
evaluation loss when simple sentences are over-simplified

With Complexity Prediction:
evaluation loss for an imperfect complexity predictor

Q: Which loss is higher?
- complexity predictors are > 80% accurate
- considerable drop of errors (30-70%) in all evaluation metrics
with complexity prediction; accurate predictor, higher benefit
Out-of-sample performance substantially improves
with complexity prediction!
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Main Takeaways

Formally decompose text simplification into a compact pipeline of sub-tasks
Explainable Complexity Prediction preliminary step for text simplification
Complexity Prediction: the system should first decide if simplification is necessary
often neglected by existing end-to-end simplifiers => biased outputs, lack of generalization
Complexity Explanation: highlight differences between original and simplified sentence
validate and evaluate black-box models, enhance fidelity and fairness in real-world
Major motivation of text simplification: improve fairness and transparency
it is critical to explain the rationale behind the simplification decisions behind a black-box model
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